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        A NTew Approach to "Wen Bi Shuo" I}:cg-de '
                     A Study of Bi
               Kaori K6FuKu, Ky6to University
  In the late Six Dynasties period fr,as it appears that the broad sence
of wen J}Z was classified into two different concepts : the narrow sense
of wen, and bi 'g. According to research into theories of Chinese liter-
ature, the argument has been repeated that when the distinction
between wen and bi is made, it is related to concepts of shi k and
wen. Since this distinction directly reflects the contemporary under-
standing of wen, it is a very important problem.
  Until recently, it was forgotten that bi meant not only a type of
writing but aiso calligraphy :'ta. Looking at it from this point of view,
Itook up a new approach toward `wen bi shuo' J}Zgth, reviewed
many examples of wen and bi, shi and bi in individual sentences and
some important facts emerged as the result of my investigation.
  According the Wen xin diao long JSc,beegg, bi has been commonly
regarded as a type of writing without rhym, but, strictly speaking,
there are very few examples of this. On the contrary, there are
several examples of the use of the word bi that mean calligraphy.
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For instance, `Wang bi' EEg and ` Xie shi' as'ft in the Wen Tingyun
vatciig poems certainly refer to Wang Xizhi's IIIec-2 calligraphy and
Xie Lingyun's "aswtme verse, while the mention of Yan Chun's ee,tafo
bi in the biography of Yan Chun in the Song annals illl estÅre3'(ts
probably refers to Yan Chun's calligraphy.
  It has been frequently pointed out that bi refers to othcial docu-
memts, however, it should be added that the calligraphy of othcial
documents was very important. During China's Middle Ages, cal-
ligraphy was a very important skill for government ofllcials, as they
were often recruited on the basis of their calligraphic talents.
  Bi is most closely related to both calligraphy and othcial docu-
ments. Of course most othcial documents were generally without
rhym. Therefore, we can ascribe all three features:calligraphy,
othcial documents, lack of rhym to bi. At first, all three features
were attributed to bi, but after the Yong Ming era 71"KHAue, when
debate over rhym became heated, bi was perhaps best characterized
by its lack of rhym.
  In conclusion, I have advanced a new model of `wen bi shuo'.
The occurrence and transition in the use of wen and bi can be divided
between the growth and decline of the bi and shi's independence from
literature.
       Metamorphosis and Disintegration of She lun
                 JASt-E,"ffil in the Later Han Era
             Hiroshi TANIGucHi, Ky6to University
  In the Former Han era, she lun, or hypothetical discours, such as
Dongfang Shuo's MJEma Ke IVan gre and Yang Xiong's ake Jie Chao
eepes, were still outside the pale of the literary ideas in those days. In
the Later Han era, when she lun took a more stable place in Chinese
literature, the influence of the literary ideas utterly transformed the
genre.
  1. Yang Xiong's shadow-Ban Gu's Mma Bin Xi awa and other
pieces : Ban Gu and his contemporaries admired Yang Xiong's way of
life as expressed in Jie Chao, yet on the other hand they also criti-
cized the comical style and paradoxical content of lie Chao. In their
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she lun pieces, they asserted the superiority of their own age and the
rightness of their own behaviour in a stiff and idealistic way. This
reflects their conflicting feelings for the Former Han culture-feelings
of both admiration and opposition.
  2. The way of life expressed in she lun: Why did so many Later
Han writers imitate Jie Chao .P Because they regarded it as an ex-
pression of " a sage in frustration NAf;klJi.it, ". The image of " a sage in
frustration ", because of its rebellious nature, could not exist under
the absolute monarchy of the Han unless it was in a comical and
paradoxical form such as Ke Nan or lie Chao. Since Later Han
writers did not approve of the comic and paradoxical elements of
she lun, their she lun pieces lost the original style and changed into
another kind of literature expressing the conversion to Nature's law,
which is the only thing above the authority of the Emperor.
  3. The disintegration of she lun : She lun originally was a dialogue,
a simple story of an attack and a counterattack. The ideation of
the content in Later Han she lun pieces lost the elements of a story.
This also made the narrator's persuasion in the piece too abstract
and flat, and so it changed into a mere repetition of the same theme,
similar to ftt fale. Thus the originality of she lun as a literary genre
disintegrated by the end of the Later Han era. Nevertheless, many
she lun pieces were written as an expression of faith in Nature's
law until a new kind of literature began to describe Nature itself,
not NTature's law.
         A study on "The Lament for the South"
                 (Ai liang-nan fu S(zaFZiftlk)
              The process of "Time" in Pu chen eewt
                Naoe HARATA, Ky6to University
  It is generally believed that Yu Xin's reqE "Ai liang-nan fu ".
which is one of his most important works, is both a bitter lament
about his own life, and a detailed account of the rise and fall of the
Liang Dynasty vaas. Therefore we can regard this fu not only as an
historical epic poem but also as a memoir. An important factor of
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this fu is that it is like a compilation of many literary elements
concerned with the matter of the birth and decline of nations. In
this study, I mostly focus on the construction of the plot of this fu.
  In this fu, the most distinctive and narrative technique is " time ".
Here, the term "time" means the process of time from the estab-
lishment of the Southern Dynasty Tlias to the downfall of the Liang
Dynasty. According to this "time", Yu describes step by step the
circumstances of the Liang Dynasty (public affairs) and his own back-
ground (private rnatters). Moreover every word and phrase which
alludes to these matters are rich with nuance about the national
vicissitudes. For example, there is a reference to a time when a
dynasty prospers, anothor one refers to a succession of struggles for
political power, while another one refers to the pain of a people
without a country, and so on. Those various motifs have been
connected in order, and we can notice a process bringing about the
lament for the South in this context. It may be said that it is an
expression of the process of time.
  Then, on the subject of the plot which describes the process of a
dynasty, we can find out an interesting similarity between Ai liang-
nan fu and Lu Ji's veee "Treatise on the Destruction of a State"
(Bian wang lun ytRItr:ft). It is well known that Lu had experienced
the destruction of the Wu Dynasty nas and his Bian wang lun is a
description of this. The fu and lun, though separate genres, show
similarity as a style of Pu chen enFrk. If we ignore our rigid genre
consciousness, we can recognise Pu chen as a literary style which
expresses one's own lament for a lost period and one's own lost
world.
    Wang Guo-wei and Suzuki Torao : The Ky6to Years
                  Qian Ou, Ky6to University
  This paper explores the relationship between the early modern
Chinese scholar Wang Guo-wei .llavS,ff and Suzuki Torao ee7kptLue,
one of the founders of Japanese Sinology. An examination of their
interaction will add to the discussion concerning Japanese and Chi-
nese scholarship and cultural history.
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  Suzuki Torao's interest in the research of Zaju meEIJ by Wang
Guo-wei was not merely coincidental. At the time, Japanese scholars
were cosciously begining research on Za7'u for the first time. In order
to clarify Suzuki's motive for working with Wang, this paper will
look back on Japanese Sinology from Meiji 30 (1987). Fleeing the
Revolution of 1911, Wang Guo-wei and Luo Zhen-yu melk]i came
to live in Ky6to. After meeting Suzuki, Wang enjoyed a close and
many-faceted scholarly relationship with him. Moreover, they often
exchanged poetry. From their poems, we not only get a glimpse of
their artistic relationship, we can also see the political and cultural
trends of Japanese scholarship when it encountered the thinking of
Chinese minds such as Luo Zhen-yu and Wang, and note the re-
spective influences and changes.
  This paper relies primarily on the surviving Suzuki-Wang docum-
ents to make an investigation of scholarship and cultural-historical
problems in Japanese-Chinese relations. I also examine the personal
lives of the two men and note similarities. Finally I will introduce
six previously unknown letters from Wang to Suzuki. In addition, I
will discuss the relation of these six letters to nine other of Wang's
letters which were recently published.
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